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Warmest Wishes 2012

Shop USAFOXX.com | 800.USA.FOXX

“Thank you for choosing USA Foxx
& Furs! We are in our third decade of
making top quality fur items. Every
item is backed by our 100% money back
guarantee, because we believe the only
way to do a job for you is to do it right.

Our prices ar
e for
manufacturi
ng only.
This does n
ot include th
e
cost of pelts
or tanning.

Please take some time to read
and enjoy.” ~ Owners

tty Nurmi
Wayne & Be

We Offer
Best Prices Nationwide // Premium Quality Workmanship
100% Money Back Guarantee // Lowest Tanning Prices
Friendly, Knowledgeable Staff //Toll Free Number
Flexible Payment Plans
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Need more Pelts?

Let us know and we will happily pick out the furs that
match your pelts to ensure 100% satisfaction. Just let us
know what you need and we will make it happen.

We Accept :

Full Collar, Dolman Diagonal
Sleeves, 17 pelts, $641

Red Fox Pixie Hat
1 pelts $80

Fur Trimmed Lamb
Leather Gloves
¼ pelt, $30

Sincerely,
Pat Donelly

USA FOXX & FURS
29 W. Superior St. | Duluth, MN 55802
1-800-USA-FOXX | 218 - 722 - 7742
info@usafoxx.com | www.usafoxx.com
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Black Fox Parka
Model 914, Stand Up Collar, Dolman Sleeves 16 Pelts, mftg cost $694.

Beaver Parka
A. Dolman Sleeves, Dyed Fox
Hood Trim, Zipper, 11 Pelts $761

D.

Muff
B. 1 pelt, $75

C.

Beaver Parka
C . Detachable Hood with Fox Trim

E.

and Wing Collar, Dolman Sleeves,
Zipper, 11 Pelts & 1 pelt, $811

Muskrat Alaskan Hat w/bill
D. 7 Pelts $90
Natural Beaver Jacket
E . Wing Collar, Dolman Sleeves,
Diagonal Cuff, Zipper, 7 Pelts, $717

A.

66% Color Added Beaver Coat
F. Wing Collar, Dolman Sleeves,
16 Pelts, $811

Blonde Beaver Coat
G . Wing Collar, Dolman Sleeves,
16 Pelts, $811
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Natural & Plucked,
Sheared Beaver Stroller
H. Model 914, Fisher Hood Trim,

5

Dolman Sleeves, Diagonal Cuffs,
11 & 1 Pelts, $761

G.
F.
H.

B.

Send us your E-mail and get stat
us
updates when your order is received
,
invoiced and shipped.

E.
H.

Our prices are for manufacturing
only. This does not include the
cost
of pelts or tanning.

Beaver Vest
A. Stand Up Collar, Zipper,

Knit Beaver Vest
E. Stand up Collar,

4 pelts, $461

4 pelts, $428

Plucked & Sheared
Beaver Bolero
B. Stand Up Collar, Dolman

Plucked, Sheared Dyed
Matera Beaver Vest
F. Stand Up Collar,

Sleeves, 6 Pelts, $661

Zipper, 4 pelts, $461

Plucked, Sheared, Dyed
Brown Grooved Jacket
C. Wing Collar, Dolman
Sleeves, 7 Pelts, $661
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A.

Plucked, Sheared, Dyed
Oyster & Diamond
Grooved Beaver Jacket
D. Wing Collar, Dolman
Sleeves, 7 Pelts, $694

B.

Light Weight, Dyed &
Grooved Beaver 16” Vest
G. 2 pelts, $395

F.

Natural Plucked & Double
Sheared Beaver Coat
H. Detached Hood, Trimmed
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With Lynx, Dolman Sleeves,
Diagonal Cuff, 17 Pelts, $911

C.

D.

G.

Beaver Coats

Style

Should I choose the color added
or dyeing process for my furs?
Plucking

Shearing

Dyeing

If you feel your pelts do not match, check that
section of the order form. We’ll look over your
pelts carefully. If it is recommended, we let you
know. You will choose if you want this matching
color service added.

Can I tell if the color blending
or dyeing process has been done?
No, the whole garment bundle will look natural
and uniform. Just like you selected the best
matched bundle from hundreds of pelts. The
color blending does not come out or even fade.
Almost all beaver garments sold in the retail fur
stores have the color added process. It adds to the
richness of the furs.

Color Added (Raccoon)
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the under fur is blended with a tint to
make them all appear uniform and natural.
Blueing is added on fur garments to make
them appear natural and uniform. Allow 2
months additional time of processing.

A.

Natural Beaver Jacket
A. Wing Collar, Dolman Sleeves, Zipper,
7 Pelts, $694

Plucked, Sheared & Dyed Beaver Stroller
B. Full Collar, Dolman Sleeves,
Slender Style, 10 Pelts, $711

BLENDING
(Beaver)

Some Favorites Colors to Dye
Your Plucked and Sheared Coat.

B.

The under fur is
darkened and blended
more uniform. Your
garment will look like
you selected your pelts
from the finest 1000
graded pelts at the fur
auction. Allow 2 months
additional time for this
process. See picture of
beaver parka on back
cover. Add $12 per pelt
to make your fur look
the finest possible.

Oyster
Sand
Ginger
Matera (very dark brown)
Black

C.
Plucked, Sheared, Dyed
Ginger Beaver Stroller
C. Grooved, Designer Swing Pattern, Dolman

DYEING (Beaver
or Muskrat)

Sleeve, Diagonal Cuff,
13 pelts, $744

The whole pelt is
uniform throughout.
Black or deep brown
(Matera) is normal.
We work with some
of the best dyers in the world. Add $28 for beaver & $10 for
muskrat. Allow 2 months additional time of processing.

Plucked, Sheared, Sand Dyed
& Grooved Beaver Stroller
D. Dyed Color, Grooved Tuxedo & Cuffs,
Dolman Sleeves, 10 Pelts, $744

Dyed Beaver Vest
E. Wing Collar, Two Tone Fur,

PLUCKING/SHEARING Only the finest heavy winter or spring
beavers qualify for this process. The guard hairs are removed from the
pelt. Then the silky under fur is sheared to 15 mm. This is extremely soft
and silky. This process is considered by many to be the ultimate in north
American furs. Plucked, sheared & dyed beaver coats retail for over $7,500.
Yet through USA Foxx you can have the same quality (using your own
pelts) for around $1,500.
A tremendous saving. We charge $38 to pluck & shear your beaver
or $66 to pluck, shear and dye your pelt most any color. This is the
current trend for furs nationwide at most exclusive fur stores.
* For the premium plucked and sheared beaver garments, request
double shearing, grooving or diamond cut process for only $100.
Bleaching This process will remove about 75% of the color in
a pelt, it will appear much lighter. Normally part the darker color
in the gretzen (center or the back) is still present, but the body and
belly fur is quite a bit lighter. This works wonderful on raccoon,
marten, muskrat and even beaver. For the pale beaver of western
USA the pelts will appear almost white and for the beaver from the
Midwest or eastern beaver, the pelts will be a cream color. This is a
very attractive method of enhancing the appearance of the pelts.

4 Large Pelts, $428

9
E.
D.

Add $100 for double shearing,
grooving or diamond cut
processing on your plucked, and
sheared beaver garment orders.
The finest processing in the world.
See more on pg. 8.

How Much per Pelt ?
Color
Dye or
Shear
				
Added
Bleach
Only

Pluck
& Shear

Beaver
Marten
Muskrat
Raccoon
Otter

$38
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$15
$15
N/A
$15
N/A

$28
$15
$10
$20
$28

$20
N/A
$7
$12
$15

Our prices are for
manufacturing only.
This does not include

the cost of pelts or tanning.

B.
F.

A.

I.

C.
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$629 (Model 108) $677 (Model 110)
The best price on our best sellers, which is great
news for the outdoors man or woman who
chooses a casual lifestyle. Unisex 26” zippered
jacket with stand up collar, large dolman sleeves,
cuffs and waist band made from soft lamb
leather.

Dyed & Natural
Raccoon Parka
A. Tuxedo Collar, Dolman

Bleached Otter
D. Slender Style

Sleeves, 17 Pelts, $728

Jacket, Stand Up
Collar, 7 Pelts, $578

Color Added
Raccoon Stroller
B. Stand Up Collar,

Bleached & Sheared
Otter Jacket
E. Slender Style Jacket,

Dolman Sleeve,
17 Pelts, $711

Stand Up Collar,
7 Pelts, $628

Otter Jacket
C. Stand Up Collar,

Raccoon Jacket
F. Model 110, Stand

Dolman Sleeve,
Zipper, 7 Pelts, $694

Bobcat w/ White
Lamb Leather Jacket
G. Model 108,
8 Pelts, $679

Wild Mink w/ Tan
Lamb Leather Jacket
H. Model 110,
14 Male Pelts, $727

Up Collar, Dolman
Sleeves, Diagonal Cuff,
Zipper, 8 Pelts, $727

Number of Pelts Needed
Styles #108 & #110
Model Beaver Bobcat
Otter
Fisher
Coyote		
Vest
#108
#110

5
5
4

8
8
6

Red/Grey
Fox
Raccoon
10
10
8

Muskrat 		

24
24
20

11

B.
F.

G.

H.

A.

12

13
C.

E.

Foxxy
Lady

Red Fox Stroller
A. Stand Up Collar,

Grey Fox Jacket
D. Dyed Fox Stand

Dolman Sleeves,
20 Pelts, $678

Up Collar, Diagonal
Sleeves, 16 Pelts, $661

Grey Fox Stroller
B. Stand up Collar,

Grey Fox Jacket
E. Plucked & Sheared

Dolman sleeve,
Diagonal Cuff,
Zipper, 20 pelts,
$744

Dyed Beaver Full
Collar, Diagonal
Sleeves, 16 Pelts, $661

Black Fox Parka
C. Model 914, Stand
Up Collar, Dolman
Sleeves, 16 Pelts, $644

Red Fox Coat
F. Full Collar, Dolman
Sleeves, 25 Pelts $811

Red Fox 7/8
Swing Coat
G. Full Collar, Dolman
Sleeves, 23 Pelts $761

Red Fox Parka
w/ Polar Fox
Hood Trim
H. Detachable Hood,
Dolman Sleeves,
21 Pelts, $778

G.
B.

H.

I.
I.

N.

C.

A.

J.

K.
L.

D.
O.
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Let Out Muskrat Stroller
A. Small Full Collar, Dolman

Coyote Vest
I. Stand Up Collar, Zipper,

Sleeves, 45 Pelts, $711

4 Pelts, $461

Bleached Muskrat Hat - Kids
B. 3 Pelts, $90

Bleached Muskrat Bolero
J. Dyed Fox Full Collar,

Bleached Muskrat Vest - Kids
C. Buttons, 12 Pelts, $428
Coyote Stroller
D. Split Collar, Dolman Sleeves,

E.

11 Pelts, $711

Buffalo Russian Hat
E. 1/5 Buffalo hide, $80

F.

30 + 1 Fox Pelt, $628

Beaver Jacket
K. Wing Collar, Dolman
Sleeves, Zipper, 6 Pelts, $694

Plucked & Sheared
Beaver Bolero
L. Wing collar, Dolman
sleeve, 6 pelts, $661

Man’s Buffalo Coat
F. Split collar, Dolman Sleeves,

Lynx Stroller
M. Stand Up Collar, Dolman

Button Closure, 2 hides, $844

Sleeves, 10 Pelts, $711

Muskrat 26” Vest
G. Stand Up Collar, 25 Pelts, $428

Coyote Vest
N. Stand Up, 4 Pelts, $448

Plucked Sheared &
Dyed Beaver Vest
H. Stand Up Collar,

Coyote Parka
O. White Fox Hood Trim,

Zipper, 4 Pelts, $461

Dolman Sleeve, 9 & 1 Pelts, $678
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Wild Mink Pixie
A. 3 Pelts, $70

D.

Bobcat Vest
F. Polar Fox, Tuxedo
Collar, 8 Pelts, $428

Wild Male Mink
Diagonal Style Jacket
B. Stand up Collar,

A.

Dolman Sleeves,
Zipper, 30 Pelts, $694

Mink

B.

Mink Jacket
C. Small Full Collar,
Dolman Sleeves,
35 Pelts, $661

Bobcat

Bobcat Stroller
D. Slender Design,

I.
Marten

H.

Sleeves, 10 Pelts, $661

Bobcat Stroller
H. Full Collar, Dolman
Sleeves, 15 Pelts, $711

Bobcat 48” Coat
I. Full Collar, Dolman
Sleeves, 20 Pelts, $811

Full Collar, Dolman
Sleeves, 15 Pelts, $711

Red Fox Pixie Hat
J. 1 pelts $80

Bobcat Designer
Swing Stroller
E. Full Collar, Dolman

Red Fox & Bobcat Jacket
K. Model 914, Stand Up Collar,

Sleeve, Diagonal
Cuff, 17 Pelts, $711

E.

Bobcat Bolero
G. Stand Up Collar, Dolman

Dolman Sleeves, 13 pelts $661

Fur Trimmed Lamb
Leather Gloves
L. $30
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The Abc’s To Custom Making
A Fur Garment... Can Afford!
At A Price You

Marten

A.

First,

Look at the line art garments
below. Which length would suit you?

Bleached Golden
Marten Bolero Jacket
A. Diagonal Designed
Style, Cross Cut
Collar, Dolman Diagonal
Sleeves, 40 Pelts, $661

Coats 50”

Strollers 32”

$745

$645

Jackets 28”
$595

How are these

prices possible? At USA Foxx &

Coat Length
pg. 19

garments, blankets and accessories.
We design and sew your coat to

Second.

your measurements
and style to the last detail of a cuff
or button. Once you’ve browsed

Bleached Marten Coat
C. Full Collar, Dolman

through our catalog come back here to
start your adventure of making your

Sleeves, Full Cuff, Let
Out Style, 90 Pelts, $994

Bolero 24”
$595

Vests 26”

Fedora
Hat

Second.

Mittens
$75

Headband
$30

Select the style to enhance
your figure; we'll custom make to your desire!

B.

D.

Fitted		

Swing

Classic

C.

Mountain
Man
Hat $55

Russian Hat
$80

Modern younger looking
style, for the slender
or "X" shape body.

Perfect on a full
figured body to appear
taller and leaner.

The WORLD
standard for style
& design for most
body types

Select
Collar
Sleeves
Cuff
pg. 20

19

Fifth.

$95

Don't forget
accessories to
accent your coat!

Third.

# Pelts
pg. 24
& Tanning
pg. 30-32

$395

Ear Muffs
$20

Style
pg. 19

Fourth.

personalized fur garment.

Color Added 7/8
Marten Coat
D. Stand Up Collar,
Dolman Sleeve, Full
Cuff, Let Out Style,
65 Large Pelts, $894

First.

Furs we specialize in manufacturing

custom-made fur

Marten Stroller
B. Cross Cut Collar,
Dolman Sleeve,
45 Pelts, $711

18

Really!?

Table of Contents
Custom Ordering
Made Simple

Accessories
pg. 34-38
Our prices are
for manufacturing only.
This does not include
the cost of pelts or tanning.
Questions? Call,
1-800-USA-FOXX
or 218 722-7742. Best
time to call 8:30 am
to 5:00 pm Monday
through Saturday. We
are closed in the summer on Saturday.

Third.

My Order

Now that you’ve selected out your coat length & style on page 19, you are ready to pick the details of the coat to accent
YOU! Before choosing the custom details, be honest with yourself. What figure do you cut? Read the explanations for
figure A,I,O,H and X. Check the box to the left which best fits your figure. This will give you some ideas when choosing
a collar, sleeve and cuff on the bottom half of this page.

Thanks to you we are into our 3rd decade of fur business!

Narrower bust, wider hips.
Accent your "A" figure by choosing tuxedo, full collar or hoods to draw attention AWAY from your hips. Pattern on sleeves
- diagonal or dolman look great.
NO-NO's for the "A's" ~ Jackets - they stop where you hips start.

Name_________________________________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________________________________

Bust, waist, hips fairly even, slender body.
Accent your "I'" figure by choosing patterns to give the appearance of fullness. Fuller collars, fuller cuffs, fuller sleeves.
NO-NO's for "I's" ~ Tuxedo collars - they will make you appear more slender

Bust and hips, fairly even, larger waist.
Accent your "O” figure by choosing styles to appear taller. Use straight line features -straight sleeves, no cuffs, stand up
collars.
NO-NO's for "O's" ~ Additional features in sleeves -they draw attention to the center.

City_____________________________________________ State ________ Zip ____________

29 W. Superior St.
Duluth, MN 55802
1-800-USA-Foxx
www.usafoxx.com
info@usafoxx.com

Bust, waist, hips fairly even, fuller figures.

Accent your "X" figure by - lucky you - choose the features you like, use several features, fuller collars, sleeves & cuffs.
NO-NO's for "X's" ~ very few.

Now that you’ve determined which figure fits you, you can make a better choice on which collar, sleeve and cuff that you want. Yes, it’s your
choice at USA Foxx & Furs! Pick a collar, sleeve and cuff that’s best suited for your lifestyle and your figure. It’s as simple as A, B, C!

20

on

A. Collar
None

B. Sleeve
Stand-up

Straight

$33

Shipping Address, if different
Name_________________________________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________________________________

If yes - call us 7 days
after shipping the
Pelts... so we don't
spill the beans!

City_____________________________________________ State ________ Zip ____________
Day Phone (________) ________ - __________________
E-Mail Address ___________________________@_____________________________

I would like my order to be delivered:

C. Cuff

Rush

Check Box if NEW Customer

E-Mail Address ___________________________@____________________________________

Is this a
surprise?

Accent your "H" figure by choosing up & down styles will give the appearance of height. Tuxedo collars are best.
NO-NO's for "H's" ~ Jackets with long fur will make you appear very full.

Bust & Hips fairly even, smaller waist.

Day Phone (________) ________ - __________________

When Completed		

Trapping Lic. No. _________________
Fall

It's a Christmas Present

State of Issue_______

How would you like to pay?
None

Check

Credit Card
Card # ________________________________________________ Expire Date _________ / ______
3 number code on back of credit card _______

Diagonal

Full

Wing

$33

$33

$33

MasterCard

Visa

AmericanExpress

Discover

Diagonal $33
When do I pay?
For Garment or Blanket orders - 33% with order, 33% mid summer and balance on delivery.

Dolman
$33

Split $33

Tuxedo

100% with order

Full
$33

50% with order and 50% with delivery

Monthly payment plan with _____# of payments

100% upon completion

$33

Estimated Costs

Hood $55

Fourth.

Detachable Hood
$100

Dolman
Diagonal
$33

Now that you’ve made your personal choice on the garment you want. Turn to
page 25 for everything you need to know about making your personal garment.

Inset
$33

$ _________

Cost of Manufacturing

$ _________

Cost of tanning/processing

$ _________

MN residents add 6.875% sales tax

$ _________

$5.00 Garment & Blanket orders- for signature required fees (optional on other orders)

$ _________

$19.95 Shipping/Handling - any size order

$

Total Estimated Cost

Tanning for your Pelts

Don't forget the Accessories

I would like my Pelts tanned this way (check all that apply): (Not sure? Check out pages 26-28 for more information)
Standard Tanning

Rapid Tanning

Beaver Tanning		

Big Game Tanning

Hats (Check all that apply)

Send me ______ bottles of Stop Rot ™ at $16.95 per bottle with my tanned Pelts, no additional shipping costs.

# OF

SIZE

FUR TYPE

More Accessories # OF

FUR TYPE

Russian		
______ ______ _____________________

12” Mittens

______ _______________

Trooper

______ ______ _____________________

16” Mittens

______ _______________

Alaskan

______ ______ _____________________

Pillow 14” x 14” ______ _______________

Cossack

______ ______ _____________________

Pillow 22” x 14” ______ _______________

Elmer Fudd

______ ______ _____________________

Hand Muff

______ _______________

Fur & Leather

______ ______ _____________________

Ear Muff

______ _______________

Pixie

______ ______ _____________________

All Fur Ear Muff

______ _______________

Pillbox

______ ______ _____________________

Purse (S, M, L)

______ _______________

__________ ________________________________ _________________ ___________________________________________

Fedora

______ ______ _____________________

Slippers

______ _______________

__________ ________________________________ _________________ ___________________________________________

Mountain Man #1

______ ______ _____________________

Scarf

______ _______________

Mountain Man #2

______ ______ _____________________

Stole 14"

______ _______________

Mountain Man #3

______ ______ _____________________

Stole 18"

______ _______________

Mountain Man #4

______ ______ _____________________

Fur Trim Gloves

______ _______________

Mountain Man #5

______ ______ _____________________

I would like my Beavers tanned

Hoop Tanning

Garment Tanning (for garments, blankets, hats or manufacturing)

Standard Tanning	
# Pelts

Fleshing (add 30 days)

Fur Type

Case Tanning or Open Tanning

__________ ________________________________ _________________ ___________________________________________
__________ ________________________________ _________________ ___________________________________________
__________ ________________________________ _________________ ___________________________________________
__________ ________________________________ _________________ ___________________________________________
Rapid Tanning 30 Day Guarantee - It's Fast or It's Free
# Pelts

Fleshing (add 30 days)

Fur Type

Case Tanning or Open Tanning

__________ ________________________________ _________________ ___________________________________________
__________ ________________________________ _________________ ___________________________________________
NOTE
1. The following Pelts are always case tanned:
Bobcat, Coyote, Ermine, Lynx, Marten, Mink, Wolf

2. Want a different animal case tanned? Please Add $1.00 per pelt and
write a note on the tanning form.

3. W
 e have a FLAT FEE of $19.95 for shipping/handling on EVERY
ORDER WE SHIP
4. If you pick up at our facility we have a $10.00 handling fee.
5. P
 elts must be stretched & dried or salted & dried before shipping to us,
otherwise we will charge for fleshing & drying.

FLESHING SERVICES
1. We offer premium fleshing services, if you choose to have us
flesh your pelts. Look over page 26 for shipping instructions
or call 1-800-872-3699 or email us at info@usafoxx.com.
2. Send Pelts frozen
3. Ship MONDAY or TUESDAY ONLY. If you live in the
midwest use any shipping service . If you do not live in the
midwest use a 2 day service - see page 26.

Leather Bill (Add $10.00)

Fleshing (add 30 days)	Tanning Only

Bedspread #_______ Fur__________________

66% Color	Pluck & Shearing	Dyeing Required

__________ _________________ _____________ __________ _______________ ________________ ________________

Super King

__________ _________________ _____________ __________ _______________ ________________ ________________
Beaver Hoop Tanning (for hoops or wall hanging, it is a thicker tan with less holes or damages - this method most other tanners use for Beavers)
Tanning Only

__________ __________________________ ____________________________________________________________________
__________ __________________________ ___________________________________________________________________
Big Game Tanning	
# Hides

Hide Type

Size of Hide (Lineal Bear and sq. feet for other)

Large

Leather

Teddy Bear Large ______ _______________

Initials
Border

Fleshing (add 30 days)

Black
Brown Leather

Hair On

Regular Backing

Color Requested

__________ _________________ _____________ __________ _______________ ________________ ________________

# Pelts

______ ______ _____________________

Medium

Teddy Bear Small ______ _______________

Beaver Garment Tanning (for garments, blankets, hats or accessories only)
# Pelts

Wool Ear Flaps (Add $10.00) ______ ______ _____________________

Small

Hair Off

__________ _________________ __________________________________________ ________________ ________________
__________ _________________ __________________________________________ ________________ ________________
__________ _________________ __________________________________________ ________________ ________________

#_______ Fur__________________
King

Repairs/Restyle
Repair

Restyle

Queen

Full

______ _______________

Silk Backing
Twin

Include you Email to get status updates about
when your order is received and shipped.

#_______ Fur_____________________
Where? Details?________________________
______________________________________

Special Instructions - Please send a letter or include email address & phone # with any order. Call with
any questions you have and we will contact you if we have questions, after all we do guarantee your 100% satisfaction!

10 Easy Steps to Designing
1.

7/8th
40"

You’ve now picked out your personalized garment.
This page will answer most questions about the process.
To the right is a chart for how many pelts are needed
for a garment and details on what you are selecting.

your fur Garment!
2. Style Requested - (pg.17)

Length Requested - (pg.17)
Coats
50 "

Fourth.

Strollers
32"

Jackets
28"

Bolero
24"

Vests
26"

Fitted 		

Swing 		

Classic

Fifth.

Find our more about tanning turn to pages
26-32. For more about accessories turn to 34-38.

How long does it take to make?

3. Collar Requested - (pg.18)
None

Stand-up

Wing

Full

Split

Tuxedo

Hood

Detachable
Hood

Once we receive your tanned Pelts we usually take 3-8
weeks. During the peak season it may take longer. Custom
manufacturing your fur garment is all done by very skilled
professional furriers with a great deal of experience. Since
we do not get paid in full until it is complete, we WILL NOT
sacrifice quality for speed. We’ll do it fast and we’ll do it RIGHT.
We guarantee it.

What about RUSH Service?
It is available, just ask for details.

4. Sleeves Requested - (pg.18)
Straight

6. Gender -		
8. The perfect fit -

5.

Diagonal

Dolman

Woman

Men

Dolman &
Diagonal

7.

Closure -

Furrier Closure

Zipper

Full

Inset

Button

Magnet

New at USA FOXX the easier closure system in the world. MAGNETS $33.
Works great on short fur (Mink, Muskrat, plucked & sheared Beaver)

________" Bust

If you have any questions about placing
your order, please call us at 1-800-USAFOXX or email us at info@usafoxx.com
after all your satisfaction is guaranteed!
So let us know what we can do to help.

________" Waist

Special Instructions / Specifications

________" Across Back (A-B)
________" Sleeves Length (B-C)

________" Hips
________" Bust Height (X-Y)

9 & 10.

Diagonal

a) Color coordinated silk bemberg is the normal
lining. It is long wearing and easy to clean.
b) Premium silk lining is available for $150
additional. Use with the premium garments.
c) Initials, if requested, will be embroidered
into your lining for an additional $10.
d) Pockets
e) Appraisal- for insurance purposes
f) Fur garment home storage or travel bag

When do I pay for garment
& blanket orders?
a) Garment & Blanket Orders - 3 equal paymentsusually 1/3 with the order, one payment in the
summer & 1/3 upon completion. We can send
a payment schedule with your invoice.
b) Send no money with your order; upon
receipt of your furs and order, we will send
an invoice with a payment schedule.

How do I pay for this?
a) Check or money order		
b) Credit card (Master Card, Visa,
Discover or American Express)

Will I be satisfied?
YES, we guarantee it with a 100% money back guarantee.

________" Front Waist Length (X-Z)

If you are not satisfied just return it to us within 30 days
and we will refund all the monies you have paid us.

________" Height

How do I know you’ll use my Pelts?

__ __ __ " Initials

We tag each pelt with your own number on a
plastic tag that stays with the pelt during its
entire journey with USA FOXX & FURS.

Circle the figure and the shoulders most like the customers'.

					

Garment Length
		

Vest
Bolero
Jacket
Stroller
7/8
Coat

		
		
		
		

Fisher
Coyote
Beaver Bobcat
Otter Raccoon
4		
8
5		
10
6		
12
10		
15
13		
18
15		
20

Wild Fox
Red Grey
12
14
16
20
22
24

Muskrat
25
30
40
45
50
55

MFTG
Cost
$395
$595
$595
$645
$695
$745

Sleeves Type
		
Straight
		
Dolman
		
Diagonal
Dolman/Diagonal

0		
0		
0		
1		

0
1
1
2

0
1
1
2

0
2
2
4

$0
$33
$33
$33

0		
0		
1		
1		
1		
1		
1		
1		

0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
1
4
4
4
4
4
4

$0
$33
$33
$33
$33
$33
$50
$100

0		
0		
0		
0		

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

$0
$33
$33
$33

What lining do I get?

Cuff Requested - (pg.18)
None

The Normal Number of Pelts &
Costs for Manufacturing
		
			 Ranch Fox

Will my extra pelts be returned?
YES, if there are any extra pelts after your order is
complete we’ll return any FULL Pelts with your garment.
We will return the tanned tails with the garment
if requested. We do not return the fur scraps.

Collar Type
None
Stand Up
Full
Split
Wing
Tuxedo
Hood
Detachable Hood

Cuff Type
None
Inset
Diagonal
Full

Additional Features
Detachable Leather Sleeves					
Zipper, Button or Magnet Closure				
Fancy Premium Silk Lining					
Double Shearing Beaver		
				

How do I read this chart?
Example - Lets say you want a Coyote Stroller
Stroller		
10 Pelts			
Dolman Sleeves		0 Pelts			
Full Collar		
1 pelt			
No Cuff		
0 Pelts			
Total MFTG Cost		11 Pelts			
Tanning		
11 Pelts x $21		

$645
$33
$33
$0
$711
$231

Total Cost of Manufacturing & Tanning $942
Appraisal value of Coyote Stroller at most retail stores $3,000.
You save a bundle by using your furrier, USA FOXX & FURS

$100
$ 33
$150
$100

Frozen.

Dried.

My Pelts/Hides are
		How do I prepare them?
When should I ship frozen How do I ship frozen
pelts/hides?
pelts/hides?
Frozen pelts must be shipped on a
Monday or Tuesday ONLY. If they
are shipped Monday we should receive them Wednesday, pelts shipped
Tuesday should arrive Thursday.

A. If you live in the Midwest (MN, WI,
IA, ND, SD, IL, NE, KS, MI, MO, IN,
KY, OH) you can use ground service
such as Priority mail, UPS ground,
Fed Ex ground or SpeeDee Delivery
and we will receive them in 1-2 days.

B.
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If you live in any other state you
should send your frozen pelts via a 2
day service, such as UPS Blue label or
Fed Ex 2 Day Service. Overnight service
not needed. (US Mail will not guarantee delivery times for Express Mail).

My Pelts/Hides are
		How do I prepare them?
How do I prepare
frozen pelts?

When shipping a frozen pelt it is important
to remember that USA FOXX needs to
receive it before the week end, this ensures that your prize will not be held
by a shipping agent over the weekend.
Remember to remove from the freezer,
pack and ship as timely as possible. If your
frozen shipment weights more than 20 lbs
many use a plastic container, so fluids do
not leak out and ruin your packaging.

How do I Pack FROZEN
pelts/hides?
A good way to pack your frozen pelts is in
a plastic bag, so moisture does not leak out,
wrapped with lots of newspaper inside of
a cardboard box and sealed with packing

like
Use a plast ic bag,
e
this one, so moistur
will not leak out.

After skinning it is a good idea to brush
out all burrs and debris from the hair side
of the hide, then lay flat in the freezer
for 1 hour prior to folding. If folded immediately, the inside of the fur will not
freeze quickly, perhaps allowing slippage
to occur. Pelts tend to insulate themselves
from the cold pretty well so it could be an
extra day till the inside of the pelt freezes.

Can I salt and then
freeze my hides/pelts if
they are not fleshed?
NO. Salting a pelt to freeze it is not a
good idea. The salt and cold just do not
mix. Think of the highway department
salting thee roads to thaw the ice, same
thing with your pelt. If you have a salted
pelt, it would be best to take it out of the
freezer, remove the salt and then refreeze.

If I send a frozen Bear,
how does USA FOXX
prepare it for me?
tape. On frozen large game, a plastic bin
works very well and use a lot of news paper
for insulation. No packing peanuts please!

Our fleshing staff will prepare your bear
for tanning by splitting the lips, turning
the ears and turning the eye lids, we will
also skin out paws and the tail. This will
make it easy for mounting at any time in
the future. We charge $100.00 for this service.

SHIP FROZEN PELTS ON A
MONDAY OR TUESDAY ONLY

We need to receive Frozen pelts BEFORE the
weekend to make sure they stay frozen!
If you live in these states, send your
frozen pelts by regular UPS, FedEx,
SpeeDee Delivery or Priority Mail.
We’ll get your shipment from the above
states in 1-2 days and that is fine.
If you live in these states, send your frozen
pelts by 2 day Fed EX or UPS Blue Label. You
do NOT need to send overnight, the 2 day
service is fine. Be certain you do NOT send
by regular UPS or FedEx or US Mail; you
are risking spoilage of your valuable pelts.

When should I ship salt
dried or dried pelts to USA
FOXX?
Air dried or salt dried pelts can be
shipped any day of the week since thawing is not an issue. Remember, you
can shake off the excess salt to make
your package lighter! Be sure to fold up
your pelt before it is completely dry or
it will become too stiff to fold well.

Do I need to turn my pelts
BEFORE shipping for
tanning. Like I would if I
sent to the fur auction?
NO, you can send the pelts fur IN or fur
out; it does NOT make any difference.
Actually pelts dried fur in usually dry
faster and better, thus preventing the
potential problem of fur slippage.

How do I ship fleshed, salt
dried or fleshed, stretched
& air dried pelts?
Dry pelts, salted or air dried may be shipped
at your convenience, USA FOXX receives
pelts 6 days a week. If you salt your pelts dry
make sure to shake the excess salt off, it only
adds to your shipping bill. Dried pelts may
be folded to fit into your shipping container
(box, bin or bag) and shipped by ground service. There is no need to ship a dried pelt by
an expedited service or in a plastic container.

How do I package fleshed
& dried pelts/hides?.
To ship salt dried or air dried pelts any
shipping container will work, such as,
auction bag, cardboard box or plastic bin.
Newspaper makes a good packing material
for dried pelts, please no packing peanuts.

Can I prepare my own pelts
for tanning?
Yes. A good brushing after skinning is
very important, burrs and mats can cause
holes and more mats during the tanning
process, pelts can be air dried on stretchers skin side out. NO NEED TO FLIP, so
no more torn bellies. We do not need to
see the fur to grade it and we have to flip
it fur side in to tan your skins anyway.

Problems
You can Prevent
Prior to Tanning
Problem: Fat Left On The Hide.

st
Any fat/grease left on a skin will almo
tanafter
skin
a
on
effect
bad
a
have
s
alway
is a
ning. Our Alum based Loutan tanning
oil.
pure
is
ease
fat/gr
al
anim
and
based
water
skin
Grease left on a skin will seep into the
that
like mink oil on your favorite boots. Once
work.
happens, any tanning process will NOT
your
The result is a hard, brittle patches on
tanned pelt and possible hair loss as well.

Solution: Clean All The Fat
Off Your Pelt Prior To Sending
For Tanning
Problem: Mats

Can I fold/bend my dried
pelts to fit into the smaller
shipping box?
YES, folding dried pelts/tails will NOT
damage the pelts at all. You can use a
smallest box possible, thus saving your
money on shipping fees. Most shipping
companies (FedEx, UPS, Postal, SpeeDee
delivery) often charge by the box size. Be
wise; pack your dried furs in the smallest box possible, you will save money.

probA couple of situations can lead to this
s in
lem. The easiest to fix is burrs and debri
hing
stretc
to
prior
ing
comb
the fur. A good
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will stop mats from burrs. The next probl
pets,
your
like
just
ge;
is seasonal chan
wild animals also change coats twice
a year. (priming up). Blue coons is a
good example. The skin is still so thin
that upon fleshing you have already
exposed the root of the hair and it
now has nothing to hold it in place.
the
As it works it way out it will tangle with
mat.
a
form
to
begin
will
it
hairs around
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Solution: Skin as Soon as Possible
and then Use Stop-Rot To
Prevent Fur Slippage and then
Dry, Salt Or Freeze Your Pelt.
Problem: Holes & Tears

. The
Wild animals fight with each other often
.
scars
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Solution: Sew The Pelt Before
Stretching

F.A.Q. on Preparing Hides
				for Tanning.
Will USA FOXX notify
me when the pelts/hides
arrive?
YES. If you provide an email address with
your order, USA FOXX will email you
upon the arrival of your pelts. We will
also alert you to any potential problems
at that time as well. If no email address
is included with your order, a invoice
will be sent as confirmation of receipt.

How do I know I’ll get my
own pelt back?
When your pelts arrive at USA FOXX
the utmost care will be taken to tag
each pelt with an order number that is
used only once and the tag will remain
on the pelt throughout the entire tanning process. Every effort is made to
return each customer their own pelts.
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How long does it take to
tan?
Our tanning completion times vary at different times of the year. Our capacity remains
steady, however as volume increases it makes
for longer lead times. Early in the year (Jan.,
Feb.) it should be between 2 to 4 months. Later in the year (March to June) it will increase
to 3 to 5 months. In the summer and fall
(July through Oct.) it will be 2 to 4 months
and the early winter months (Nov.,Dec.) it
is normally 2 to 3 months. These times are
all general and can vary quite a bit due to
increased volume or decreased volume.

When do I pay for this?
USA FOXX accepts several different payment options.
A. You can pay any time after
receiving your invoice during
the tanning cycle.
B. 50% with order 50% upon completion
C. 100% upon completion by
credit card or COD

How can I pay for this?
USA FOXX also accepts many forms of
payment, major credit cards (Discover,
Master Card, Visa and American Express)
as well as personal checks, money orders
and even good old fashioned cash! We will
send an invoice within 1 week of receipt.

Does USA FOXX do
taxidermy tanning?
At this time USA FOXX does not specialize
in taxidermy tanning, we will do deer capes
and bear capes or hides but as far as tanning
for taxidermy there other tanneries and taxidermists that are very capable in this area.

Will you send my skulls
back? How long and what
cost?
If requested, USA FOXX will return all
skulls right after the fleshing process (for
an additional cost of $19.95 per order),
they will be shipped early in the week
sealed in a plastic bag. It will probably
be stinky when it gets back to you.

Will USA FOXX clean,
whiten my skull?
No. We no longer offer this service.

Will my pelt be smaller
when I get it back?
Yes, it will. Your pelt will come back to you
approximately 10 to 15% smaller than it was
before you stretched it! After you receive
your tanned pelt back you can always
wet and re-stretch your skin to obtain its
original size. Because we use a salt and
alum tan this will not harm your pelt.

Fleshing Services
We hand flesh Every Pelt the old
fashion way — and we do it right.
What are the two ways
that USA FOXX tan
Beaver?
USA FOXX can tan your Beaver pelts
two different ways, just let us know
what you want with your order.
A. The HOOP or trapper tan has a thicker
leather and fewer scars that open
up during the shaving process and
slightly less supple than our garment
tan. This style is perfect for hanging
on the wall, it will also work for hats
and mitts. This heavier HOOP/trapper
tan is what most other tanners use.
B. Our GARMENT tanning is the best
there is. It is thick enough to hold
the hair and thin enough that it will
make a sublime garment! It is also
the recommended style for garment,
blanket or for plucking/shearing. The
leg holes will be cut out and an extra
pass over the fleshing knife on garment
tanning orders this will make for more
open holes (which we will close by
sewing) than the HOOP/trapper tan,
but makes for beautiful, soft, silky skins
to sew into whatever project you like.

Do not salt your hides/
pelts and put them in the
freezer.

Once we receive your pelt our fleshing
team will go to work immediately on your
fur. At USA FOXX & FURS we flesh over
8000 pelts/hides annually. Just follow the
instructions on page 26 to ship it to us.
Picture on the Right - Our fleshing team of Jovial
Jon, Honest Abe, Bossy Bill, Toby McFlesher,
being led by Captain Andy having fun Having
fun fleshing on FORMAL FRIDAY at USA
FOXX . (Ladies Welcome bring your gowns and
furs. After 25 years we still love helping trappers
and hunters properly prepare their valuable
pelts/hides for the best quality tanning results.
We always appreciate your fur business!)

Fleshing
Price
Fur Type
$7
$8
$12
$15
$17
$19
$11

Muskrat, Opossum, Squirrel
Mink, Nutria
Marten, Raccoon
Red Fox, Grey Fox, Fisher, Marten
Badger, Coyote, Farm Fox
*Bobcat, *Lynx, *Otter
Beaver

Rest assured,
your pelts are in
very good hands
when you Us.
choose

Add $20.00 per animal if you send the whole carcass.

We no longer flesh Skunk

As the salt will delay or prevent the
hide/pelt from freezing. Only salt
hides that have been fleshed, as you
can NOT flesh salt dried hides.

Can I send a skunk if it
smells really bad?
No, do not send or bring us skunk if they
smell bad. The Post Office, UPS , FedEx
complain about the offensive odor and
threaten to discard your whole package.
We no longer flesh skunks., but we do tan.
If you send us skunk to tan, make certain
they are fleshed and dried, and do not smell
too much. Otherwise, unfortunately, your
bad smelling skunk may be discarded.

Tip: Preventing Slippage/Bald Spots After Tanning
This occurs when a skin is NOT prepared quickly and decomposition sets in due to the animal’s
natural bacteria. This bacterium starts working immediately and will, until the skin is frozen, dried
or salted. Felines (Bobcat & Lynx) are the most susceptible to this problem due to the type of natural
bacteria they contain. Most everyone has thrown a critter into the home freezer because you didn’t
have time to skin it right now. First of all, the critter with all the skin and fat will NOT freeze rapidly
and secondly when you pull it out to thaw, the top will thaw quickly while the part on the ground
won’t. Generally speaking, if it smells you should expect problems. Pay extra attention to ears and dry
carefully or use EXTRA salt in the ears to prevent slippage. The best way to freeze a pelt is lay the
pelt out flat in your freezer until cool. Then roll the hide up and let the whole hide freeze. If you put
several rolled up pelts in a home freezer, just remember it may be several days before the center pelts
are frozen, this additional time allows for bacteria to work even though you thought it was frozen.
Just remember the tanning process can NOT make the hair come off, only improper care prior to
tanning will make this happen.

Solution: Skin And Dry Or Freeze Your Pelt
As Soon As Possible

Stop-Rot™ Will STOP
Fur Slippage/Fur Loss
Stop Rot was developed as an aid in preserving
fur, hair and epidermal slip. It extends the
work time of a fresh hide by slowing down
or stopping decomposition. In essence it is a
short term preservative. Highly successful on
preventing slippage and bald spots. One quart
will do about 3 Bears, 20 Bobcats, 12 Coyotes
or 9 Deer. Use it on all questionable hides and
pelts. $16.75 per quart (add $3.00 for shipping
if this is all you ordered. If we include with
the rest of your order, SHIPPING IS FREE.
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Standard Tanning Service

Who should
use our 30 Day
Rapid Tanning
service?

America’s Best Tanning Value

1) If you have 1 or 2 pelts only.
2) If you do not want to
wait 2-5 months for
standard Tanning.

3) If you are worry wort, you’ll

only have to worry 30 days about
your tanning. (Then you can
worry about something else.)

30 Day Rapid Tanning Services
We normally tan the larger orders first. When you request Rapid Tanning- we will give you TOP
PRIORITY— We will tan in small batches 1 to 10 pelts per batch. This is exactly the same premium
garment tanning formula as the larger orders and your tanning will be exactly the same- JUST
MUCH FASTER. For the younger trappers, we will treat you like a ROCK STAR. For the older
trappers we will give you the RED CARPET TREATMENT (since you hate Rock music!!)

It’s Fast or it’s
Free!

												
Per Pelt
Fur Type		
$16.50		
$19.50		
$27.50		
$31.50		
$34.00		
$40.50		

Muskrat, Opossum, Squirrel
Mink, Nutria
Marten, Raccoon, Skunk
Red Fox, Grey Fox, Fisher
Badger, Coyote, Farm Fox
*Bobcat, *Lynx (* must have CITIES tag on each pelt)

		
(Rapid Beaver or Otter Tanning is NOT AVAILABLE. All Rapid tanned
			
orders must be paid within 7 days of your receiving the invoice)
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How do I prepare the hides
for Tanning?

Fast Completion Time
& Quality Garment Tanning

Look at the chart below to see which month you are shipping your pelts. Then look at the
numbers below, this is the approximate time, in months, it will take to complete and ship your
pelts back to you. Please allow 1-3 months longer for any Plucking, Shearing or Dyeing.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep.

Oct. Nov. Dec.

2-3

2-3

2-4

1-3

3-5

3-5

3-5

2-4

2-3

2-3

1-3

1-3

Standard
Tanning Prices
											
75+ Pelts

11 to 74		

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8.00
10.00
14.00
17.00
20.00
23.00
23.00
22.50

1 to 10

9.50
$ 11.00
11.00
$ 13.00
16.00
$ 18.00
19.00
$ 21.00
22.00
$ 24.00
25.00
$ 27.00
25.00
$ 26.00
24.50		 $25.50

Fur Type		
Muskrat, Opossum, Squirrel
Mink, Nutria
Raccoon, Skunk, Marten
Red Fox, Grey Fox, Fisher
Badger, Coyote, Farm Fox
*Bobcat, *Lynx, *Otter (* must have CITIES tag on each pelt)
Beaver Premium Garment Tan (Garments, Blankets, Mftg)
Beaver Hoop Or Trapper Tanned (Wall Hanging Or Hooping)
-FOXX

1-800-USA
Questions? Call
5:00
to call 8:30 to

e
42. Best tim
in the
or 218 722-77
We are closed
.
h Saturday
ug
ro
th
y
da
Mon
Saturday.
summer on
. co m

w w w. usa fo xx

a) T
 he following pelts are always case
tanned: Bobcat, Coyote, Ermine,
Lynx, Marten, Mink, Wolf
b) Please Add $1.00 per pelt if you want
any other type pelts CASE Tanned
& write a note with order form.
c) We have a FLAT FEE of $19.95 for
shipping/handling.(this applies for
any number of pelts 1 to 100 +)
d) Pelts must be stretched & dried or
salted and dried (fur in or fur out)
before shipping to us. Unless we are
doing the fleshing on your pelts.
e) All Bobcat, Lynx & Otter must
have CITIES tag or they will be
returned at owners expense.
f) Government regulations require you
to have trapping or hunting license #
with the order. If you bought the pelts,
please get this # from the pelt source.
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How will my Beaver
pelts be tanned?
1) We offer the finest beaver tanning in the USA. Look no further then
USA FOXX for the finest, softest beaver tanning anywhere.
2) Your GARMENT TANNED beaver will be ultra soft and silky
without the leg holes in the pelt with scars resewn. It will be
ready for manufacturing into a garment, hat or blanket.
3) Soon your HOOP/TRAPPER tanned Beaver will be ready for your to use
(sell on EBay, make a Hoop, hang on the wall).

What about Large Hides?

Unfortunately We
No Longer Offer
Hair Off Tanning

Animal Type

Tanning/Hair On

Fleshing or Drying

Deer (per pelt)
Sheep (per hide)

$50
$45

$15
$15

1) Send frozen pelts on
Monday or Tuesday
only, see page 26.
2) Be sure to salt dry
your hides that are
fleshed.

Cost per/sq. foot

Fleshing or Drying

Buffalo
Cow
Elk
Moose

$25
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00

$100
$75
$75
$75

Cost per Lineal Ft.

Fleshing or Drying

Bear

$25

$100

3) Do NOT salt dry
hides that have NOT
been fleshed.

(Add $19.95 if you did NOT take out the skull and you want us to ship
back to you. 4 - 6 Month completion time for large hides)

How do I prepare large hides for tanning?
Bear

Elk
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Deer

1) Hides must be fleshed, cleaned and salt dried. If not, we will add the fleshing
drying price to your total. Plus you run the risk of hair loss on your tanned
hide. Only you can prevent hair loss by your proper hide care.
2) Large animals must be fleshed, cleaned & dried. Rolling of folding while still
warm or not dry can burn the hair causing it to slip/fall out during the tanning
process. Make sure your hides are cooled before folding or rolling.
3) The government requires a hunting, trapping, or taxidermist
license. If you bought the hide ask for their license #.
4) What is the best way to handle a hide? It is a lot of work to do it right, but worth it.
After fleshing, put it up on a wire mesh, off the ground. It will cool easier and the
moisture will “weep” out of it easily. Salt heavy (1/4” thick) with agricultural salt or
plain table salt (if your wife does not catch you putting it back in the salt shaker). Let
it get tacky (about 4-8 days). Then re-salt any non-salted areas for a few more days,
making sure the hide does not get too stiff. Roll it up and put it into a box or plastic
shipping container, then send it to us. The plastic storage container may work the
best since water, blood or salt will not drip thru. It is OK to leave some salt on the
hide, it keeps the hide drier (plus we need some for our wife’s salt shakers!!)

Of All the Tanning Problems, the Bulk of them
Deal with Bears.
IF YOUR BEAR HAS NOT BEEN FLESHED
Select One Of These Three Methods For Preparing Your Hide

Here are some tips to help.

CARE-

Many hunters do not properly care for a bear.
Often they are taken in the fall when it is still warm outside and
do not have the experience of a trapper or taxidermist in properly
skinning & fleshing a hide.

SPEED-The animal must be skinned RIGHT AWAY to
prevent slippage. Otherwise you are risking slippage. You must get
the body heat out of the Bear FAST. The head needs to be removed
right away. Otherwise you are risking slippage in the face and ears.
Put Stop Rot ™ on your fleshed Bear before freezing. Especially
around the ears face and you'll be very happy with your result.

Sable 7/8 Coat

Keeping Your Furs in Style

Stand up Collar,
Dolman Sleeves,
Full Cuff,
65 large Pelts,
$894

With proper care fine furs can be maintained for many years, but they do get out-dated. Because of their intrinsic value they are
worth keeping in fashion. A coat may be restyled or completely redesigned into an entirely new garment, such as a
jacket or stole, with the pattern of your choice and custom made to your measurements. Only an experienced furrier has the
skills to determine how you can obtain the most value from your original garment, the experience to do the matching
re-cutting, and sewing so that the finished garment will have the appearance of authentic newness. It takes modern
specialized equipment to perform all the necessary steps as
economically as possible. It takes an adequate supply of extra
Pelts, to provide additional fur when needed to correctly
match the original fur. With complete factory facilities
and skilled personnel. USA FOXX & FURS has
"what-it-takes" to obtain superb results in
relining and restyling or your furs.

Repairs, Alterations
& Restyling

Remodeling
USA FOXX has experienced people to
make repairs, alterations & restyling to
your fur garments. If your fur happens
to "SHRINK" since you wore it last, no
problem. We can enlarge it to fit you again.
If you need new collar, new cuffs, new
liner we can help you.
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Take it in...

Let it out...

Or add something new.

We have an experienced Staff of skilled fur crafts people for your peace of mind. Price estimates BEFORE we start, no surprise
with USA FOXX. Reasonable prices. Restyle your older fur, don't let it hang in a closet and you'll be proud every time you wear
fur. 100% satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.
Accessories - USA FOXX can custom make just about any fur product. We add fur trim to hoods, gloves and boots. We can
make a fur scarf or boa for that special occasion. Or fur pillows and even stuffed animals. Give us a call with your creative fur
ideas.

If you can just rough skin and get into a freezer
with 2-6 hours. FREEZE the Bear.
a) FREEZE - Lay out flat in a freezer for 2-4 hours until the
hide gets quite cold, then roll up and let it freeze. This will
freeze much faster this way and help prevent hair slippage.
b) If you can rough skin the Bear, but CAN NOT get into a
freezer within 2-6 hours. Rough skin, and then add STOP
ROT, to prevent fur, hair & epidermal slippage problems.

IF YOUR BEAR HAS BEEN FLESHED
a) SALT - Your FLESHED Bear must be heavily salted OFF THE
GROUND (a wire mesh works great) for at least 7 days to get the
moisture OUT of the hide. Re-salt the wet spots after 3-4 days.
b) AIR DRY - the bear hide must be fleshed and air dried to stop the
spoilage. This will stop the bacteria from destroying the hair. Be sure
the ears are either turned or heavily salted to prevent hair loss.

USA FOXX Furs Storage has the Nation's
Best Value in Summer Fur Storage $79
This special price includes: storage in our cool, climate
controlled fur vault. Cleaning & Glazing which will
keep your fur shiny. Free inspection for small rips,
closure & lining problems. Insurance of $1500 while in
our care or transit.

For a FREE Fur Care pamphlet:
1-800-USA-FOXX or info@usafoxx.com

Accessories
For Everyone!

Hand-made fur garments
designed especially for you.
Coats, Hats, Mittens, just to
name a few, made by America's
finest furriers. We will make
what you want, with our 100%
satisfaction guaranteed. We
take pride in making the finest
fur garments possible, while
maintaining low prices.

Why would you go
anywhere else when your
business means so much
to us?
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A customer's pelt being hand cut, then
custom made to perfection.
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Tell us your regular hat size (7, 71/4 etc.) or
measure your head with a tape measure or tell
us your size estimate S, M, L, XL.

Do You Make Other Types
of Hats?
Yes, we custom make different
types of hats all the time. Send us a
picture or draw a detailed diagram.

How Many Pelts
Does it Take to Make
My Accessories?
Ranch Fox
Coyote
Beaver*
Otter*

Mountain Man
Russian
Trooper
Alaskan
Cossack
Elmer Fudd
Fur & Leather Hat
Pixie
Pillbox
Fedora
Headband
12” Mittens
16” Mittens
Teddy Bear - S - 14”
Teddy Bear - L - 22”
Pillow 14” x 14”
Pillow 22” x 14”
Hand Muff
Ear Muff
All Fur Ear Muff
Purse
Slippers
Scarf
Stole 14"

*Large Pelt Needed

$ 55
$ 80
$ 80
$ 80
$ 80
$ 80
$ 90
$ 80
$ 80
$ 100
$ 30
$ 80
$ 90
$ 90
$ 100
$ 55
$ 65
$ 75
$ 20
$ 30
$ 95
$ 95
$ 95
$ 325

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
8x
4x
2x
1
1
2

X is the number of items per pelt.

Red or
Grey Fox
Raccoon*
Bobcat

1
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
2
1
3
4
2
3
2
2
2
4x
2x
1
3
1
4

Can I Get a Leather Bill or Wool
Ear Flaps For My Hat?
Yes, add $10.00 for either.

Marten
Muskrat
Mink

3
7
7
7
7
4
4
3
3
5
2
6
8
6
10
5
8
4
1
2
2
7
5
8

Tanning Questions?
Check out pages 26-32

What if I do NOT have enough fur
to make the items requested?
We will normally email or call you and explain
the issue. You can decide if you want to send
us another pelt, if we should add leather to the
hat/item or use one of our matching pelts for a
nominal/market price.
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!
Wow! Wh at a piece of wo rk
d
an
My vest arrived today,
I tried it on and it fits
d
perfectly. It is beautiful, an
other then trappers hats e
and things like that this is th I
first garment of fur thatr
have ever owned. My partne
eck
and I are headed out to ch
at
traps tomorrow morning
6:30. The temperature is the
hovering around 0 degrees, ow
snow is perfect,.. so tomorr
should be a glorious day!
Wendell Shiffler - Alaska

Sheared
Muskrat
Russian

How long does it normally
take to make a hat?

Please allow two months to
tan your pelt and 1-2 months
to custom make your hat.

Red Fox
MM # 5
1 pelt
$55

(Flaps Down)
7 pelts
$80

C.
B.

Wild Mink
Russian
7 pelts
$80

A.

The differences
between the Russian,
Trooper
& Alaskan:
The Russian has a
FLAT crown (looks best
with shorter & mid
length furs).

Red Fox
Alaskan
3 pelts
$80

The Trooper has a
ROUNDED Crown
(looks best for taller
men with short or mid
length furs).

Muskrat
Trooper

Bobcat
Cossack
1 pelt
$80

1 Large pelt
$55

$80 Russian, Trooper, Cossack or Alaskan.
We offer American's BEST SELLING hats
at an unbeatable price. We guarantee this to
be your finest hat you ever owned. Please
remember, unless you are a young stud,
this fur hat may out last you! Standard is
all fur (fur crown, fur back & flaps inside
and out) or if you are short on fur select
with leather crown, back & inner ear flaps.
Choose a leather bill or wool ear flaps
($10.00 for either) on any hat.

Our Mountain
Man hat price
has NOT
changed in over
25 years.

Mountain Man # 1
Tail only

Mountain Man # 2
Tail & Face

Mountain Man # 3
Tail, Face and
Back Legs

Mountain Man # 4
Tail, Face, Back &
Front Legs

Mountain Man # 5
Tail, Face, Back &
Front legs and
Back flap
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E.

I.

All
Mountain
Man Hats
$55

G.

F.

D.

H.

The Alaskan has a
ROUNDED Crown
& NO FRONT FLAP
(looks best with longer
furs).

7 pelts
$80
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Coyote
MM #5

Raccoon
MM #2
1 Large pelt
$55

j.

Mink Fedora
A. 5 Pelts, $100

Red Fox Fedora
G. 2 Pelts, $100

Otter Pillbox
B. 1 Pelt, $80

Red Fox 60” Scarf
H. 1 Pelt, $95

Plucked, Sheared &
Dyed Beaver Pixie
C. 1 Pelt, $80

Bobcat Pixie
I. 1 Pelt, $80

Skunk Ear Muffs
D. 1 Pelt, $20
Skunk Muff
E. 4 Pelts, $75
Red Fox Head Band
F. 1 Pelt, $30

Bobcat All Fur
Earmuff
J. 1/2 Pelt, $30

Fur Accessories

Muff

Rugs.
		

$75

See page 35 for number of pelts needed.
We can make almost anything out of FUR!!!

Giraffes, Zebras and Bears! Oh, my!

Teddy Bears

F.

G.

H.

A.
B.

C.

Teddy Bears can also have Music Boxes installed
on request for additional $15. Choose from
1) Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
2) Jesus Loves Me
3) Brahms Lullaby
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Pillows
Large - 14” x 22” $65
Small - 14” x 14” $55
Inlay Design - add $25

Large 22” $100
Small 14” $90

E.
D.

A. Red Fox
B. Skunk
C. Raccoon
D. Beaver
E. Red Fox
F. Coyote
G. Plucked &

Do we make
Yes

12”
Mittens
$75

Sheared beaver

H. Raccoon

(request Men or
women’s mittens)

Embroidering a child’s name in
the paw is also available -add $10.
USA FOXX will supply -for no
extra charge- coordinating fur for
the inside paws, ears and nose.
For number of pelts for the body
see page 35. Call 1-800-USAFOXX for more info and prices.

Indoor
Slippers
$95

Black Bear Rugs?

, if you want us to install the felt around the bear.
Plus we can make the bears ears stand up and face
normal (without eyes & the lower jaw). This style is best
for hanging on a wall; we will install wall mounts at
no extra charge. We charge $4.00 per lineal inch for this
work. Just measure the bear from the nose to the base
of the tail for the estimated cost. We will balance it out
after we are completed. Allow 30 days after tanning to
be completed.

No

, if you want us to install taxidermy styled open
mouth on a your Bear. Your taxidermist will install
eyes, teeth, solid head mount, guaranteed to scare the
little kids! This style is done best by your favorite
taxidermist. They are wonderful at this detailed , skilled
craft of taxidermy. They make take longer than you
want, but the work is usually so wonderful, its worth
it. This style of rug is wonderful for a rug on the floor.
(don't get any wild ideas)

16” Mittens
$85
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Black or
Brown
Lamb
Leather
Gloves
w/Fur
Trim
$30

Tell us what kind of animal you want to make a rug. We will charge $4.00 per lineal
inch for the rugs. (For a 5' (60") bear this would be $240.00). We will add two felts
around the edges and one in the back. Select any two colors from- Black, Dark
Brown, Tan, Red, Green, and White. Please tell us on the order form, ”special
instructions” (page 23).

Purses All Sizes $95
Red Fox Purse, Large, 1 Pelts, $95

Mink Purse, Small, 2 Pelts, $95

Skunk Purse, Medium, 2 Pelts, $95

We can also make vest, jackets and garments from your tanned
African animals. We can either tan the hides or use your tanned
hides (or the back half of your tanned hide) to mix and match to
custom design the garment of your choice. It will be unique and
you will love wearing your special design. Just call and tell us
what you have to work with and a few ideas of what you want for
a garment and we will custom make your garment accordingly.

A.

Toasty Warm Bedspreads

About My Bed Spread
Muskrat Super King Bed
Spread with Border
A. 144 pelts, 8’ x 8’, $945
Beaver Queen Bed Spread
B. Color added, 15 pelts, $640
Beaver Full Bed Spread
with Diamond Design
C. 14 Pelts, $740

What type of backing do
you use?
We use a color coordinated quilted cotton
backing. It will not slip off (unless you get
wild and crazy)

But how many

pelts does it take?

Super
King King
40 		
Queen
(8’x 8’)
$895

Beaver
Bobcat
Coyote
Grey Fox
Muskrat
Raccoon
Red Fox

B.

27
30
30
72
144
54
54

(6’6”x 6’8”)
$695

18
21
21
48
100
36
36

(5’ x 6’8”)
$640

15
18
18
36
78
28
28

Full

Twin		

(4’6” x 6’)
$520

(3’3” x 6’)			
$395

12
12
12
30
54
21
21

9
9
9
22
47
15
15

# of pelts needed based on the average size of large pelt

Normally it will last a lifetime. Unless
you are really wild, romantic and young.
Then after many years of trying to wear
it out we can replace the worn areas!

Can I get my bed
spread cleaned by USA FOXX &
FURS?
YES, we can do this for you. Please allow
2 weeks for this process. We will take off
(replace if desired) the lining, clean & glaze
the fur and then put back together for you.
Usually we recommend this about every 5
years or so. We charge $149 for this process.

Can I put a fur border around
my bedspread?

Can I send USA Foxx the backing
I want for my blanket?

YES, some of the most attractive bedspreads
have borders around them. We provide
this service for only $50 additional.

YES, just send with your order and we will
install your backing for no extra charge.

Can I use more then one type of
pelt for my bedspread?
YES, often using a different type of fur
for the border is outstanding. Plus we
often make bedspreads using 2-3 different
furs. We like to get creative. We have furs
available if you do NOT have enough.

Can USA FOXX help design my
bedspread?

C.

How long will my
bedspread last?

YES, we love this part! We have worked with
many types of furs and can do an excellent job
for you for no additional cost. If you want an
inlay design just add $50 (as in F on page 43).

Can I dye and or pluck/shear
some of my furs?
Yes, Some of the best bed spreads have this
type of border. Plus the plucked & sheared
Beaver is very soft on your face. Muskrat
border is another excellent choice.

What is the finest backing
possible?
We will install a color coordinated silk backing
with a 3’ cotton padding. It will be the finest
and softest possible. It will make your fur
blanket more like a comforter. Select only
when you want the best. Additional cost.
Super King
King		
Queen		
Full		
Twin		

$ 195
$ 125
$ 95
$ 75
$ 65

How big will my
bedspread be?
We will make the bedspread to the size
requested and it will cover the top of a bed.
If you do NOT have enough fur to make it
thiws size we will notify you, we have extra
fur if needed. If you have extra pelts we will
return with the order. If however you want
us to use ALL of your fur in your bedspread;
to increase the size we will do so. Just tell us
with the order to make as large as possible,
and we can bill you for the additional size.
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Our prices ar
e for
manufacturi
ng only.
This does n
ot include th
e
cost of pelt
s or tanning.

More Fur Bedspreads

E.
C.

B.
A.
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Red & Grey Fox Queen
A. 32 Pelts, $690
Coyote & White
Fox King
B. 18 Coyote Pelts, 2
White Fox Pelts, $745

Bobcat Queen
C . 18 Pelts, $640
Bobcat Full
D. 12 pelts, $520
Raccoon King Bed
Spread w/tails
E . 36 Pelts, $695

Plucked & Sheared
Beaver w/dyed
Beaver Diamond
Design Queen
F. 15 Pelts, $640
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D.

F.

H.

Red Fox Queen
with Raccoon Trim
G. 15 Pelts, $690
Natural Beaver
& Coyote Full
H. 10 Beaver Pelts, 2
Coyote Pelts, $570

Questions? Call 1-800-USA-FOXX
or 218 722-7742. Best time to call 8:30 to 5:00
Monday through Saturday. We are closed in the
summer on Saturday.

G.

Our pledge to you
is premium quality
craftsmanship, best
prices nationwide,
and we will always
use your pelts.
Satisfaction
Guaranteed!
Call:
1-800-USA-FOXX
or 218-722-7742
info@usafoxx.com
www.usafoxx.com
Located:
USA FOXX & Furs
29 W. Superior St.
Duluth, MN 55802
Bleached Raccoon
Parka Dolman Sleeves,
17 Pelts, $728

Mountain M
an Hats
- the same pr
ice for
the past 25 ye
ars!!

(see page 36)

